A s imple linea r probing and exchanging method of Burkhard locally rearranges hash tables to accoun t for reference frequencies . Exa mpl es demonstrate how frequency-sensitive rearrangements that depend upon linear probing ca n significantl y enhance searches.
Linear Probing
Linear probing of a scatte r (o r hash) table interpre ts each key or ite m (t hese term s are inte rchangea ble here) as a probe index into the table [1] . 1 Typically, a ke y is divided by the table size a nd the re mainde r is used for ind exing. If the selected slot is e mpty, the item is not present. Should the slot contain so me othe r key, eacl1 next highe r locati on is chec ked until the ite m is found , an empt y slot is discove red , or the whole ta ble has been examin ed. (Indexes that exceed table sizes wrap around.) Table slots thus sea rched defin e a key's collis ion resolution sequence.
Linear probin g is ge nerall y not suitable for nearly filled tables, since as e mpty slots disappear, sea rches get very long. Non eth eless, linear probing can be improved by allowing for ite m frequ ency-of-reference.
.1. Burkhard's Heuristic
Recentl y, Burkhard has suggested an heuristi c method of reordering scatte r tables that are accessed via linear probing [2] . Burkhard 's scheme depends upon the ite m ensemble E in a table havin g nonunifonTI access freque ncies. Each refe re nce to an item initia tes an exc han ge of th e ite m with its immediate predecessor on th e colli sion resolution seq uence, provided thi s is possible. Intuitively, one can see th at more freque ntl y accessed ite ms re main near th eir ori ginal probes into the table, whereas unpopular table me mbers mi grate to poore r locati ons. The cost of exc hanges can be reduced, for example, by pelforming th em onl y on every te nth tabl e access . bution" or " assignment" proble ms common in ope rations research. However, accounting for s ke wed freque ncies can be as significant as using "assignme nt proble m" solutions, which are also expensive for tabl es of seve ral hundred entries. The potential adva ntages of rea rra ngeme nts by frequencies include simplicity, low inseltion costs, and 
Theoretical Limitations

Descending-Popularity Insertions
Peterson has proven that equiprobable items are insensitive to insertion order when linear probing is used [6] . A variation in argument shows that items inserted in order of decreasing frequencies achieve minimum average retrieval costs for their ensemble E [1, 3] . Assume that a partially filled table is packed optimally. Consider a new item of frequency equal to or less than any other ite m already in the table. Let the new item be contending for a table slot that is filled. By the nature of linear probing, both the new and the resident will probe the same filled slots in a search for an empty alternative slot. Although the increases in search probes are identical, the extra probes should be assigned to the least frequent, which is the new item. 
Large Tables
Continuous distributions and integrals
"a" indicates the table loading, i.e., the ratio of IE Ito the 
The marginal insertion cost C' is sensitive to the true occupied table fraction "ax" rather than x alone. Since the e nsemble probability is unity, the retrieval expression can be simplified slightly to )* 10g(I -a) ). 
A Practical Estimation Technique
In many cases it is illuminating to apply (i) to estimate retrieval prospec ts for observed data. Empirical frequencies do not always fit common curves, e. g., data are discontinuous or derive from multi modal distributions. Nevertheless, (i) takes a very simple tabular form when a distribution f(x) comprises segments of straight lines . Such lin es are easily drawn on a data frequency plot , and the necessary end points and slopes read directly once the plot area has been normalized to unity. Expanding (i) by parts and noting that f' (x) is constant for straight lines: 
